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SUMMARY

Mechanical forces are thought to activate mechanosensitive PIEZO channels by changing the conformation
of a large transmembrane blade domain. Yet, whether different stimuli induce identical conformational
changes in this domain remains unclear. Here, we repurpose a cyclic permuted green fluorescent protein
as a conformation-sensitive probe to track local rearrangements along the PIEZO1 blade. Two independent
probes, one inserted in an extracellular site distal to the pore and the other in a distant intracellular proximal
position, elicit sizable fluorescence signals when the tagged channels activate in response to fluid shear
stress of low intensity. Neither cellular indentations nor osmotic swelling of the cell elicit detectable fluores-
cence signals from either probe, despite the ability of these stimuli to activate the tagged channels. High-
intensity flow stimuli are ineffective at eliciting fluorescence signals from either probe. Together, these find-
ings suggest that low-intensity fluid shear stress causes a distinct form of mechanical stress to the cell.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanosensitive PIEZO channels couple mechanical forces to

intracellular signaling, enabling organisms to control tissue

growth, regulate the flow and pressure of internal fluids, and

map the topography of their environment.1 PIEZO1, one of

only two vertebrate PIEZOmembers,2,3 responds to diverseme-

chanical stimuli, including stretch,4–6 hydrostatic pressure,7 fluid

shear stress,8–13 intracellular traction forces,14 hypotonic

shocks,6,15,16 nanoscale substrate displacements,17 mechani-

cal indentations,2 and low-intensity ultrasound.18,19 This broad

mechanical sensitivity mirrors the breadth of physiological func-

tions governed by PIEZO1 across cells, organs, and physiolog-

ical systems.9,11,12,20–30

PIEZO1 possesses a homotrimeric structure encompassing a

central pore region and three non-coplanar transmembrane blade

domains, conferring the channel a unique bowl shape.31–35 Phys-

ical manipulations of the PIEZO1 blade alter channel sensitivity to

mechanical forces,36–39 suggesting that this domain senses me-

chanical stimuli by changing its conformation. For instance,

high-speed atomic microscopy kymographs reveal that the

PIEZO1 blades reversibly flatten under compression, while cryoe-

lectronmicroscopy images of PIEZO1 reconstituted in proteolipo-

somes show that the curvature of its blades changes as a function

of the vesicle’s intrinsic curvature.40,41 Molecular dynamics simu-

lations reveal that stretching42 or flattening43 the lipid bilayer

causes PIEZO1 to flatten its blades and open its pore.

Yet, in spite of these efforts, direct experimental evidence for

the coupling between PIEZO1 blade motions and pore opening

remains scarce. Indeed, although a recent structure captures a

flattened channel, this structure has a low resolution in the

pore, making it difficult to link this conformation to a functional

state.41 In addition, although crosslinking the blade to an extra-

cellular cap domain above the pore abolishes mechanically

induced currents, this loss of function could be caused by a

lack of mobility in the cap, not in the blade.37 Furthermore,

although actuation of the blade with magnetic nanoparticles

modulates current kinetics, it fails to alter open probability in

the absence of a mechanical stimulus.38 Lastly, although genetic

deletion of the blade abolishes mechanosensitivity,36 claims that

transplanting this domain confers mechanosensitivity to a naive

trimeric channel have been disputed.44,45

Whether or not opening of the pore is caused by conforma-

tional changes in the blade, it remains unclear whether different

mechanical stimuli cause similar conformational rearrange-

ments. To address these questions, here we track force-induced

rearrangements of the PIEZO1 blades in cellulo using site-spe-

cific fluorimetry, enabled by the exquisite sensitivity of fluores-

cent probes to local protein motions.

RESULTS

Generation of PIEZO1-cpGFP constructs
Site-specific fluorimetry, the detection of changes in fluores-

cence emission from chromophores attached to specific protein

sites, enables tracking conformational changes in voltage-

gated and ligand-gated ion channels.46,47 Here, we adapt this

technique to PIEZO1 using cyclic permuted green fluorescent
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proteins (cpGFPs) as tractable conformation-sensitive probes.

Indeed, conformational changes in the host protein backbone

near the site of cpGFP insertion often lead to a reduction

(quenching) or increase (dequenching) of cpGFP fluorescence

emission through chemical changes in the chromophore vicin-

ity.48 Although the degree of cpGFP fluorescence modulation

is generally not quantitatively related to the physical displace-

ment of the host protein backbone, these fluorescence changes

enable tracking local conformational changes, a property that

has sparked the development of numerous genetically encod-

able fluorescent indicators.49–54

We cloned cpGFP from the voltage-indicator ASAP155 and in-

serted it at the carboxyl end of mouse PIEZO1 (mPIEZO1) resi-

dues 86, 300, and 1591 (Table S1). These positions are known

to tolerate proteinogenic modifications with no major functional

impacts4,15,38 and are spread along the PIEZO blade (Fig-

ure S1A). We also inserted cpGFP at residue 656, i.e., adjacent

to an extracellular loop necessary for mechanical activation,35

and at residue 1299, i.e., at the distal end of a long intracellular

beam anticipated to transmit force from the blade to the

pore.35,39

We first tested whether the presence of the cpGFP at these

positions impacts channel function by measuring the sensitivity

of our constructs to the chemical agonist Yoda1.56 Mechano-

insensitive HEK293TDPZ1 cells, in which expression of endoge-

nous human PIEZO1 is abolished,57 were cotransfected with a

plasmid encoding one of our constructs (named 86, 300, 656,

1299, and 1591) and a plasmid encoding the red calcium indica-

tor jRGECO1a to avoid spectral overlap with cpGFP.58 We next

monitored jRGECO1a fluorescence before and after acute appli-

cation of Yoda1. In calcium imaging assays, the saturating

Yoda1 concentration varies across the literature, from �10 to

�100 mM,15,56,59,60 perhaps due to differences in sensitivity/sat-

urability of calcium reporters. In electrophysiology assays, the

effects of Yoda1 on PIEZO1 kinetics do not appear to saturate

at the maximal tested concentration of 30 mM.61 In our calcium

imaging assay, we chose a conservative concentration of

100 mM to maximize the effects of Yoda1, enabling even faint

channel activity from our constructs to be captured. During the

time course of calcium imaging, the maximal fluorescence

change, or mDF/F0, induced by Yoda1 was, on average, clearly

not different between cells transfectedwith 656 or 1299 and cells

transfected with jRGECO1 alone (Kruskal-Wallis p values with

Dunn’s multiple comparisons correction > 0.999) (Figure S1B),

suggesting that these two constructs are functionally impaired.

In contrast, the mDF/F0 values tend to be higher than the nega-

tive control in cells transfected with wild-type (WT) or with 86,

300, or 1591. We thus focus on these three constructs.

cpGFP probes are insensitive to cellular indentations
We next used whole-cell poking electrophysiology to show that

mechanical indentations of the cell with a blunt glass probe

(0–10 mm displacement) elicit ionic currents in 86, 300, and

1591 but not in cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP, a mechanoin-

sensitive construct in which cpGFP is fused to the membrane-

bound N-terminal domain of the Lck kinase49 (Figure 1A).

Because macroscopic PIEZO1 currents rapidly inactivate,3

we used the relative peak of mechanically induced currents

(I/Imax) as a proxy for channel mechanosensitivity. Plotting

I/Imax as a function of indentation depth produces sigmoid-

like curves with similar mid-point activation depth (calculated

using Boltzmann fitting; see STAR Methods) for WT mPIEZO1

(4.68 ± 0.14 mm), 86 (4.93 ± 0.09 mm), 300 (4.66 ± 0.16 mm),

and 1591 (4.50 ± 0.08 mm) (Figure 1B). Although 300 is mechano-

sensitive, it yields smaller peak currents and current density

(pA/pF; Figure 1C) relative to other constructs, mirroring its

weaker sensitivity to Yoda1 (Figure S1B). Inactivation kinetics

of poke currents (7 mm indentation) in 86, 1591, and 300

were not different from those measured in WT mPIEZO1

(p > 0.3748) (Figure 1D).

We next tested whether our probes fluorometrically respond

to a 7 mmpokemaintained for 1,500ms. This poke stimulus tends

to evoke larger calcium signals in cells cotransfected with

jRGECO1a and WT mPIEZO1, 86, 300, or 1591 compared with

control cells transfected with jRGECO1a alone (0.0015 < p <

0.1030) (Figures 1E and 1F). The same stimulus, however, did

not seem to induce significant changes in cpGFP fluorescence

in any tested transfection condition (p > 0.3562) (Figures 1G and

1H). Although small changes in fluorescence (mDF/F0 < ±10%)

occasionally occur during indentation of these cells, a careful vi-

sual examination of imaging data suggests that these changes

are primarily due to unpreventable movements of the cell mem-

brane during indentation rather than genuine changes of cpGFP

fluorescence (Videos S1, S2, and S3). Narrower or deeper inden-

tations were still ineffective at evoking fluorimetric cpGFP re-

sponses (data not shown).

cpGFP probes are insensitive to osmotic swelling
Next, we used pressure-clamp electrophysiology to show that

cells transfected with 86, 300, and 1591, but not Lck-cpGFP,

produce stretch-dependent currents that saturate and exhibit

mid-point activation pressure (86: 45.43 ± 1.83 mmHg, 300:

40.37 ± 1.86 mmHg, and 1591: 49.22 ± 3.10 mmHg) comparable

to that of cells transfected with WT mPIEZO1 (37.05 ±

1.05 mmHg) (Figures 2A and 2B). Consistent with previous ob-

servations, 300 yields smaller peak currents compared with the

other constructs or WT mPIEZO1 (Figure 2C). Inactivation ki-

netics of stretch-activated currents in 86, 1591, and 300 currents

(measured at �80 mmHg pipette pressure) were similar to those

measured in WT mPIEZO1 (Kruskal-Wallis p values with Dunn’s

multiple comparisons correction > 0.7238) (Figure 2D).

To test whether our constructs are fluorimetrically sensitive

to membrane stretch, we used acute hypotonic shock

(�58 mOsmol L�1). This stimulus slowly swells the cell over

tens of seconds, stretching a large fraction of its membrane.

This osmotic stimulus is more effective to visualize cpGFP fluo-

rescence than pipette pressurization because the latter only

stretches the minuscule membrane area captured by the patch

pipette. Our osmotic stimulus evokes robust and transient cal-

cium signals in cells cotransfected with jRGECO1a and with

WT mPIEZO1, 86, 300, or 1591 compared with cells transfected

with jRGECO1a alone (0.0004 < p < 0.0254) (Figures 2E and 2F).

Like indentations, osmotic swelling was ineffective at eliciting

detectable cpGFP fluorescence changes in 86, 300, or 1591,

as cpGFP fluorescence emission in these constructs tends to

monotonically decay before and during hypotonic stimulation,
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likely due to photobleaching effects (Figures 2G and 2H). The

lack of cpGFP response occurs despite osmotic swelling of the

cells, which is clearly noticeable from visual examination of

imaging data (Videos S4, S5, and S6).

cpGFP probes 86 and 1591 sense flow
We next seeded transfected cells into laminar flow chambers to

test the sensitivity of our constructs to fluid shear stress, deliv-

ered by perfusing the chamber with Hank’s balanced salt

solution (HBSS) at a calibrated flow rate (see STAR Methods).

A series of intermittent flow pulses (10 s on/10 s off) of small,

incrementally increasing amplitudes (0.02–0.69 Pa) elicit robust

and transient increase of cpGFP fluorescence emission (de-

quenching) in cells expressing 86 and 1591 but not 300 (Fig-

ure 3A; Videos S7 and S8). We previously showed that the

same flow protocol fails to elicit fluorescence signals in cells

transfected with Lck-cpGFP or with ASAP1, a voltage-sensitive

membrane protein carrying a cpGFP at an extracellular posi-

tion.49,55 As expected, cells expressing Lck-cpGFP do not

exhibit large cpGFP signals as seen in cells transfected with 86

or 1591 (Figure 3A). The fact that Lck-cpGFP and ASAP1 are

insensitive to our flow protocol indicates that the signals emitted

by 86 and 1591 depend on the presence of PIEZO1 acting as the

host protein for cpGFP. This means that these signals are un-

likely to be caused independently of conformational changes

in PIEZO1, for example as a result of intermolecular collisions

between cpGFP and surrounding lipid or solute molecules.

Next, we stimulated transfected cells using individual flow

pulses of 10 s duration and 0.28 Pa amplitude. This low-intensity

flow stimulus produces fluorescence signals whose time course

A B C D

FE

G H

Figure 1. 86, 1591, and 300 are fluorimetrically silent to indentations

(A) Representative macroscopic current traces from cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP, WT mPIEZO1, 86, 1591, and 300 in response to poke stimuli.

(B) Relative peak current amplitude (I/Imax) plotted as a function of poking displacement (WT: n = 5; 86: n = 4; 300: n = 6; 1591: n = 6).

(C) Current density (pA/pF) from data shown in (A).

(D) Inactivation time constants of currents evoked by a 7 mm poke stimulus.

(E) Representative calcium-sensitive epifluorescence images and time course from cells transfected with a jRGECO1a plasmid and cotransfected or not (control)

with WT mPIEZO1, 86, 1591, or 300 and stimulated with a 7 mm/1,500 ms poke stimulus (red squares).

(F) Scatter interval plots showing mDF/F0 values from experiments shown in (E).

(G) Representative cpGFP epifluorescence images and time course from cells expressing Lck-cpGFP, 86, 1591, and 300, stimulated with a 7 mm poke stimulus

(red squares).

(H) Scatterplots showing cpGFP mDF/F0 values from experiments shown in (G).

In (E) and (G), scale bars represent 10 mm. Each point in (C), (D), (F), and (H) represents data from independent experiments, and numbers above plots indicate

p values from Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons between each condition vs. WT (C and D), CTRL (F), or vs. Lck-cpGFP (H). Error bars: SEM.

See also Figure S1 and Videos S1, S2, and S3.
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and amplitude vary from cell to cell (Figure 3B). The heterogene-

ity of the cpGFP signalmay be explained by cell-to-cell variability

in morphology, polarity, and adhesion profile, factors anticipated

to affect the mechanical stress experienced by fluid shear

stress.62 Nevertheless, the mean maximal amplitude of these

signals was not too different between 86 (mDF/F0 = 0.75 ±

0.11) and 1591 (mDF/F0 = 0.59 ± 0.17) (p = 0.0546) (Figure 3C).

As observed using our multipulse protocol, no large cpGFP sig-

nals were detected in cells expressing 300, despite that fact that

these cells exhibit baseline membrane green fluorescence, sug-

gesting proper folding of the proteinogenic chromophore. The

fact that not all cpGFP constructs respond to flow demonstrates

that the property of cpGFP to elicit flow-induced fluorimetric sig-

nals strictly depends on its position within the PIEZO1 blade, as

expected if these signals are produced by specialized rearrange-

ments in this domain.

We next conducted calcium imaging experiments to test

whether our low-intensity flow pulse (10 s/0.28 Pa) is sufficient

to open the channel pore. Our data show that this flow

pulse elicits larger calcium signals in cells cotransfected with

jRGECO1a and WT mPIEZO1, 86, and 1591 compared with

cells transfected with jRGECO1a only (0.0277 < p < 0.0468)

(Figures 3D and 3E), showing that this standard flow stimulus

is effective to activate these constructs. Although the same trend

is observed for 300, the statistical significance is poor (p =

0.1896) as expected because cells transfected with 300 exhibit

smaller responses to mechanical or chemical stimulations

(Figures S1B, S1C, and S2C).

A B C D

FE

G H

Figure 2. 86, 1591, and 300 are fluorimetrically silent to hypotonic shocks

(A) Representative pressure-induced macroscopic current traces from cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP, WT mPIEZO1, 86, 1591, and 300 (pressure pulses:

from +5 to �85 mmHg).

(B) Relative peak current amplitude (I/Imax) plotted as a function of patch pressure (WT: n = 8; 86: n = 6; 300: n = 5; 1591: n = 5).

(C) Scatterplot comparing peak currents from data shown in (A) and (B).

(D) Inactivation time constants of currents evoked by �80 mmHg pressure.

(E) Representative jRGECO1a fluorescence images and time traces from cells transfected with a jRGECO1a plasmid only (CTRL) or cotransfected with Lck-

cpGFP, mPIEZO1 WT, 86, 300, or 1591, and exposed to a hypotonic stress (�58 mOsmol L�1).

(F) Scatter interval plots showing jRGECO1a mDF/F0 values from experiments described in (E).

(G) Representative cpGFP fluorescence images and time traces of 86, 1591, and 300 following exposure to a hypotonic solution.

(H) Scatter interval plots showing cpGFP mDF/F0 values from experiments described in (G).

In (E), and (G), scale bars represent 10 mm. Each dot in (C), (D), (F), and (H) represents a cell or a group of cells from independent experiments, and numbers above

plots indicate p values from Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons against control. Error bars: SEM.

See also Videos S4, S5, and S6.
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Flow-induced cpGFP signals correlate with channel
activation
We next used dual-wavelength imaging to simultaneously visu-

alize flow-induced cpGFP and jRGECO1a signals in cells trans-

fected with 86 or 1591. Our data show that both signals occur

simultaneously and within seconds upon delivery of the flow

pulse (Figures 3F and 3G). For both 86 and 1591, the cpGFP

and jRGECO1a fluorescence signals are positively correlated

during the duration of flow delivery, evidenced by Pearson’s

correlation coefficient values near unity (86: 0.86 ± 0.06, n = 8;

A

B

C

D

F

E

G H

Figure 3. Flow stimuli induce robust fluorescent responses in both 86 and 1591

(A) Representative cpGFP fluorescence traces, static snapshots, and mDF/F0 images from cells expressing Lck-cpGFP 86, 1591, or 300, in response to shear

stress applied in a series of 11 escalating flow pulses (duration: 10 s, magnitude: 0.022–0.691 Pa).

(B) Representative cpGFP fluorescence traces from cells expressing Lck-cpGFP 86, 1591, or 300 stimulated with a 10 s/0.28 Pa flow pulse.

(C) Scatterplot showing mDF/F0 values from experiments described in (B).

(D) Time course of jRGECO1a fluorescence from cells transfected with jRGECO1a and cotransfected or not (CTRL) with WT mPIEZO1, 86, 1591, or 300 and

exposed to a 10 s/0.28 Pa flow pulse.

(E) Scatterplots showing jRGECO1a mDF/F0 values from experiments described in (D).

(F and G) Exemplar dual-fluorescence (jRGECO1a/cpGFP) time traces and images in cells transfected with 86 (F) or 1591 (G) and acutely stimulated with a

10 s/0.28 Pa flow pulse. Fluorescence time traces of 86, 1591, and jRGECO1a are shown in blue, purple, and gray, respectively.

(H) Scatterplots showing the value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient during the duration of flow between cpGFP and jRGECO1a signals from experiments

illustrated in (F) and (G).

In (A), (D), (F), and (G), scale bars represent 10 mm. Each dot in (C), (E), and (H) represents data from independent experiments. Numbers above plots in (C) and

(E) indicate p values from Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons against control. Error bars: SEM.

See also Figure S2 and Videos S7 and S8.
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1591: 0.97 ± 0.01, n = 6) (Figure 3H). The two fluorescence sig-

nals appear uncorrelated before or after exposure to flow,

showing that the positive correlation observed during flow is

likely not caused artefactually, for instance by photon leakage

across the spectrally separated optical paths collecting light

from cpGFP and jRGECO1a.

PIEZO1 channels are expected to rapidly activate and inacti-

vate upon sustained mechanical stimulation.37,61 To investigate

whether the cpGFP signals correlate with open or inactivated

states, we introduced, in both 86 and 1591, pairs of mutations

known to slow down or accelerate the rate of inactivation

of macroscopic currents (Tauinactivation). To slow down

Tauinactivation, we introduced M2241R and R2482H (MR-RH),

which are murine homologs of human mutations M2225R

(located in the cap) and R2456H (located in the inner pore helix),

with each mutation slowing down inactivation.63,64 The second

pair consists of mPIEZO1 mutations L2475I and V2476I (LI-VI)

(both located in the inner pore helix), which individually accel-

erate inactivation.65 We first compared Tauinactivation between

these new constructs and their unmodified parent constructs.

Because the rate of PIEZO1 inactivation is slower at positive volt-

ages,3 we measured Tauinactivation at �80 and +80 mV. Intro-

ducing MR-RH in either 86 and 1591 slows down Tauinactivation
by �1.5-fold at +80 mV and by �10-fold at �80 mV relative to

their respective parent constructs, whereas inserting LI-VI

in both 86 and 1591 accelerates Tauinactivation by �10-fold

at +80 mV and by �2-fold at �80 mV relative to their respective

parent constructs (Figures S2A–S2C). In addition, all constructs

exhibit similar current density (Figure S2D).

If cpGFP dequenches only when the channels populate an

open state, we expect the cpGFP signals to be attenuated by

the fast-inactivating mutations. Reciprocally, if cpGFP de-

quenches only when the channels populate an inactivated state,

we expect the cpGFP signals to be attenuated by the slow-inac-

tivating mutations. Our data show that neither mutation pairs

attenuate cpGFP signals either in 86 or in 1591 (Figures S2E

and S2F). This suggests the hypothesis that the cpGFP signal

develops concomitantly to pore opening and persists when inac-

tivation sets in. For unclear reasons, the presence of the fast-in-

activating LI-VI mutations correlates with brighter cpGFP signals

in both 86 and 1591, seemingly due to the emergence of a slow

fluorescence component, an effect that was more pronounced

for 86 (mDF/F0 = 2.80 ± 0.35 vs. 0.33 ± 0.06 for control,

p < 0.0001) than for 1591 (mDF/F0 = 1.12 ± 0.15 vs. 0.32 ±

0.11 for control, p = 0.020). This phenotype is likely not due to dif-

ferences in channel expression, as current densities were similar

among parental and mutated constructs (Figure S2F).

To investigate further the temporal correlation between cpGFP

signals and PIEZO1’s functional states, we multiplexed flow

stimuli with whole-cell electrophysiology. Because our enclosed

flow chambers are not compatible with patch-clamp recordings,

we applied fluid shear stress through a nozzle, pumping HBSS

through it using a syringe pump (see STAR Methods). Cells

transfected with 86 or 1591, but not Lck-cpGFP, elicit cpGFP

signals in response to a series of 4 consecutive flow pulses

(10 s on/10 s off) of incrementally increasing amplitude (0.10,

0.36, 1, and 3.6 mL min�1, corresponding to approximately

0.24, 0.87, 2.42, and 8.12 Pa; see STAR Methods) (Figure 4A).

We next show that a single pulse of 0.36 mL min�1 (�0.87 Pa)

is sufficient to robustly dequench cpGFP in both 86 and 1591

but not Lck-cpGFP (Figures 4B–4D). In 86 and 1591, cpGFP sig-

nals clearly develop concomitantly to the rise of ionic currents

but tend to persist when channels inactivate and even when

the stimulus is subsequently removed, showing that our probes

enable real-time tracking of conformational changes associated

with channel activation but not those associated with subse-

quent inactivation.

Wenext sought to test the ability of both poke and flow to evoke

cpGFP and ionic currents in the same cell. Cells were first acti-

vated by a 5 mm poke stimulus maintained for 10 s and, after a

20 s recovery period, by a 0.36 mL min�1 flow stimulus main-

tained for 10 s (Figure 4E). As observed earlier, the poke stimulus

fails to elicit a cpGFP signal from either probe but does produce

robust inward currents. On the other hand, the flow stimulus pro-

duces a robust cpGFP signal in cells transfected with either 86 or

1591 and simultaneously produces slowly activating/inactivating

inward currents. Although thesecurrents have a small peak ampli-

tude compared with poke-induced currents, integration of these

currents over the flow duration shows that they actually carry

more charge than poke-induced currents (Figure 4F). The differ-

ence in total charge transported by the two stimuli may be due,

at least in part, to the fact that the large nozzle inner diameter

(0.838 mm) enables the flow stimulus to reach the entire cell sur-

face, activating more channels than locally applied poke stimuli.

We noticed that high-intensity flow stimuli, which produce

visible deformations of the cells, were not effective at eliciting

cpGFP signals in 86 or 1591. To illustrate these observations,

we plotted mDF/F0 obtained from cells stimulated through the

nozzle with a single flow stimulus ranging from 0.01 (�0.02 Pa)

to 10 mL min�1 (�24 Pa). Our data clearly show that, for both

86 and 1591, this plot has a distinctive bell-like shape, with the

cpGFP signals having a maximum for flow rates between 0.1

and 1 mL min�1 (Figure 4G). Thus, only low-intensity flow stimuli

are able to evoke cpGFP signals in 86 and 1591.

DISCUSSION

The PIEZO1 blades are known to undergo flattening motions

in response to changes in membrane tension and/or curvature

in artificial membrane systems or in computational simula-

tions.40,41,43,66 However, physiological mechanical stimuli may

cause more complex mechanical deformations of the lipid

bilayer, as they could apply a combination of tensional,

compressional, and/or frictional stresses along different spatial

directions relative to the cell membrane. Physiological mechan-

ical stimuli may also regulate PIEZO1 activity by deforming the

cytoskeleton, the extracellular matrix, and/or by modulating

endogenous interactions with regulatory proteins.67–75 It is thus

still unclear how a physiological (osmotic stress, fluid shear

stress) or a near-physiological (poking) mechanical stimulus

physically deforms the cell membrane and/or its associated

structural elements to activate PIEZOs.

A recent study shows that TRPA1 is selectively activated by

shear stress but not by membrane tension nor poke stimuli.76

This result mirrors the stimulus specificity captured by our

cpGFP probes. Together, these observations show that at least
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two unrelated membrane proteins can discriminate flow from

other types of mechanical stimuli. Hence, mechanosensitive

ion channels may have evolved specialized molecular pathways

to detect different types of mechanical stress. This idea is further

consistent with studies showing that certain mutations cause

PIEZOs to lose sensitivity to a mechanical stimulus while main-

taining normal sensitivity to others.39,75

How would low-intensity flow stimuli elicit distinct conforma-

tional changes in the PIEZO1 blades? The fact that the cpGFP

signals strongly depend on the flow rate may give us a clue.

While doing our experiments, we noticed that high-intensity

flow stimuli produce visible membrane deformations, akin to

those observed upon cellular indentations with a blunt glass

pipette. Yet, neither of these stimuli cause our cpGFP probes

to light up, suggesting that the low-intensity stimulus does not

activate PIEZO by causing a large membrane deformation. It is

possible that low-intensity flow stimuli act by producing a

displacement of lipid molecules within the lipid bilayer or by dis-

rupting lipid microdomains,77,78 leading to a yet unclear confor-

mational rearrangements of the blades. The distinctiveness of

flow-induced conformational changes may not be strictly

restricted to positions 86 and 1591, meaning that other regions

of the blades could also discriminate mechanical stimuli. Future

studies will be needed to elucidate in more structural detail how

low-intensity flow stimuli rearrange this mechanosensory

domain. This question is significant, since the amplitudes of

shear stress at which our probes respond (and the channels

open) is within the shear stress physiologically experienced by

endothelial cells lining vascular and lymphatic capillaries as

well as large veins.79

A

B

C

D

F

E

G

Figure 4. cpGFP signals in both 86 and 1591 correlate with PIEZO1 activation

(A) Representative cpGFP fluorescence traces from cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP, 86, or 1591 and exposed to a series of 4 escalating flow pulses

(10 s/0.1–3.6 mL min�1) delivered through an 18G nozzle.

(B) Representative simultaneous current (top) and fluorescence (bottom) recordings obtained in the same cell, transfectedwith either Lck-cpGFP, 86, or 1591 and

acutely exposed to a 10 s/0.36 mL min�1 nozzle flow pulse.

(C) Representative images from cells stimulated as in (B). Scale bars represent 10 mm.

(D) Averaged normalized current and cpGFP fluorescence traces obtained from cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP (n = 8), 86 (n = 6), or 1591 (n = 4) and acutely

exposed to a 10 s/0.36 mL min�1 nozzle flow pulse.

(E) Exemplar current and cpGFP fluorescence traces obtained from cells transfected with Lck-cpGFP, 86, or 1591 and stimulated by a 10 s/5 mm poke stimulus

followed by a 10 s/0.36 mL min�1 nozzle flow pulse. A 20 s interval between two stimuli was used to enable channels to recover from inactivation.

(F) Scatterplots showing the time integral of ionic current (top) and mDF/F0 (bottom) from experiments depicted in (E).

(G) Scatterplots showing mDF/F0 values as a function of the flow rate used during a single 10 s nozzle flow pulse from cells transfected with 86 (top) or 1591

(bottom).

Each dot in (F) and (G) represents data from independent experiments. Numbers above plots in (F) indicate p values from Mann-Whitney U-tests. Error

bars: SEM.
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Do our cpGFP probes enable capturing a specific channel

conformation? Our data show that the flow-induced cpGFP sig-

nals temporally correlate with the rise of ionic currents and cal-

cium uptake. Yet, the cpGFP signals do not promptly decay

when channels inactivate and are not attenuated by mutations

that slow down or speed up the channel’s inactivation rate,

suggesting that the cpGFP probes detect movements of the

blades associated with channel activation but do not detect sub-

sequent conformational changes specifically associated with

inactivation, which are predicted to occur in the pore and cap re-

gions.37,65 Yet, the presence of fast-inactivating mutations in the

pore correlates with larger cpGFP signals. Hence, physical alter-

ations in the pore region seem to influence the conformation of

the blade upon mechanical stimulation. Reciprocally, a study

has shown that optical gating of PIEZO1, achieved through

isomerization of an azobenzene group genetically introduced

into the pore,80 is inhibited by the presence of disulfide bridges

crosslinking the cap to the blades.37 Together, these two obser-

vations suggest that protein motions in the PIEZO1 pore and

blade domains are mutually (bidirectionally) coupled.

The persistence of fluorescence signals after flow removal is

more puzzling. This persistence could be caused independently

of the local conformational status of the protein backbone, for

instance if the quenching kinetics (i.e., bright-to-dim transition)

of the two cpGFP chromophores are slower than the kinetics

of backbone conformational changes during inactivation/deacti-

vation. However, cpGFP signals are rapidly reversible when

inserted into a variety of host proteins activated by different stim-

uli.49,50,55,81,82 On the other hand, the persistence of cpGFP sig-

nals could be due to the viscous nature of the interaction be-

tween fluid and membrane, which could maintain, at least

partially, the mechanical stress long after removal of the flow

stimulus. Evidence that this might be the case comes from our

observation that channel kinetics are slower when evoked with

our low-intensity flow stimulus compared with when they are

evoked with patch pressurization or membrane indentation.

This observation was also made by others, who have shown

that themacroscopic currents from endogenousmechanosensi-

tive ion channels in endothelial cells, including PIEZO1, have

slow kinetics (�tens of seconds) when evoked by flow.13,83,84

Limitations of the study
Site-specific fluorimetry does not enable quantitative amplitude

correlations between fluorimetric signals and backbone protein

motions. In addition, fluorescence changes are predicted to occur

acrossasmall fractionof thepossibleconformational changes that

may occur near the site of cpGFP insertion,48 meaning that an

absence of fluorimetric signal does not mean an absence of pro-

tein motion. Another limitation of this approach is the fact that

the local conformationbeingprobedcouldbeaffectedby thepres-

ence of the cpGFP. Thus, onemight argue that the conformational

changes being probed are non-physiological. However, it would

seemquiteunlikely that insertingacpGFPat two independent sites

of the PIEZO1 blade, located �20 nm apart according to the

AlphaFold2 full-length PIEZO1 structural model,85 bestows upon

these two sites the ability to conformationally discriminate me-

chanical stimuli. If this was the case, our results would still show

that two independently engineered channels discriminate low-in-

tensity flow from other mechanical stimuli. This would still imply

that low-intensity flow causes a unique form of mechanical stress

to the cell, which, by itself, constitutes a noteworthy finding.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Jérôme J.

Lacroix (jlacroix@westernu.edu).

Materials availability
All plasmids generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a completed materials transfer agreement.

Data and code availability
d Fluorescence data have been deposited at Open Science Framework and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d All original code has been deposited at https://github.com/LacroixLaboratory and is publicly available as of the date of publi-

cation. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon

request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANTS DETAILS

Cell line
HEK293TDPZ1 cells are derived from human female embryonic kidney cells and lack endogenous PIEZO1 expression. The sex of

these cells is not anticipated to influence our results. These cells were gifted to us by Dr. Patapoutian (Scripps Research) and

were not further authenticated. These cells were cultured in standard conditions (37�C, 5% CO2) in a Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s

Medium supplemented with Penicillin (100 U mL�1), streptomycin (0.1 mg mL�1), 10% sterile Fetal Bovine Serum without

L-glutamine. These reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (MW = 360,000) Sigma-Aldrich PVP360-100G

Lot #WXBC8456V

Deposited data

Fluorescence traces Open Science Framework https://osf.io/94f8m/

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/94F8M

Experimental models: Cell lines

HEK293TDPZ1 (Piezo1 knock-out HEK293T)

recombinant human embryonic kidney cells

Lukacs et al.57 ATCC #CRL-3519

Oligonucleotides

See Table S1 for a list of primer sequences N/A

Recombinant DNA

pCDNA3.1-ASAP1 St-Pierre et al.55 RRID: Addgene_52519

pCDNA3.1-jRGECO1a Ozkan et al.49

Dana et al.58
Cloned from RRID: Addgene_61563

Software and algorithms

MATLAB code to quantify fluorescence

intensity

GitHub https://github.com/LacroixLaboratory/Force-induced-

motions-of-the-PIEZO1-blade-probed-with-fluorimetry-

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8117561
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METHOD DETAILS

Molecular cloning
A pCDNA3.1-mPIEZO1 plasmid was generously donated by Dr. Ardèm Patapoutian (Scripps Research). cpGFP fragments were

PCR-amplified from a pCDNA3.1-ASAP1 plasmid gifted by Dr. Francois Saint-Pierre (Baylor College of Medicine & Rice University)

and inserted to desired positions into the pCDNA.3.1-mPIEZO1 plasmid using High-Fidelity DNA Assembly (New England Biolabs).

The presence of cpGFP inserts was confirmed by Sanger sequencing (GENEWIZ). The pCDNA3.1-jRGECO1a plasmid was obtained

from a previous study.49 The double mutants M2241R-R2482H and L2475I-V2476I were inserted into pCDNA3.1-mPIEZO1-cpGF86

and pCDNA3.1-mPIEZO1-cpGF1591 using High-Fidelity DNA Assembly and verified by Sanger sequencing.

Cell culture and transfection
Plasmids were transfected in cells (passage number <35) seeded in 96-well plates at �50% confluence 2–4 days before the exper-

iment with FuGene6 (Promega) or Lipofectamine 2000/3000 following the manufacturer’s instructions. 1–2 days before experiments,

cells were gently detached by 5 min incubation with Phosphate Buffer Saline and re-seeded onto 18 mm round glass coverslips

(Warner Instruments) coated with Matrigel (Corning) or onto single or six-channels microfluidic devices (Ibidi m-slides VI 0.4 or

m-slides I 0.4).

Fluorescence imaging
Cell culture mediumwas replaced with HBSS approximately 20 min before imaging experiments. Excitation light was generated by a

Light Emitting Diode light engine (Spectra X, Lumencor), cleaned through individual single-band excitation filters (Semrock) and sent

to the illumination port of an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX73, Olympus) by a liquid guide light. Excitation light was reflected

onto the back focal plane of a plan super apochromatic 100X oil-immersion objective with 1.4 numerical aperture (Olympus) using a

triple-band dichroic mirror (FF403/497/574, Semrock). Fluorescence emission from emerald-color transfected cells was filtered

through a triple-band emission filter (FF01-433/517/613, Semrock) and sent through beam-splitting optics (W-View Gemini, Hama-

matsu). Split and unsplit fluorescence images were collected by a sCMOS (Zyla 4.2) or by an emCCD (iXon Ultra 897) ANDOR camera

(Oxford Instruments). Spectral separation by the Gemini was done using flat imaging dichroic mirrors and emission filters (Semrock).

Images were collected by the Solis software (Oxford Instruments) at a rate of 1 frame s�1 or 10 frames s�1 (for poking experiments).

Image acquisition and sample illumination were synchronized using TTL triggers digitally generated by the Clampex software

(Molecular Devices). To reduce photobleaching, samples were pulse-illuminated 200 ms per frame during acquisition.

Image analysis
The first frame of each image stack was initially pre-processed in ImageJ by manually drawing individual cell boundaries and crop-

ping out all background pixels. This maskwas then used to define each cell as a unique region of interest. An in-houseMATLAB script

was then used to determine the average intensity of all pixels associated with each cell, F, and determine mDF/F0 value for each cell

across the trajectory.

Cell indentation
Premium standard wall borosilicate capillaries 1.5mm x 4 in (Warner Instruments) were heat-pulled on a horizontal puller (Sutter P-97)

and fire-polished on a microforge (Narishige MF-900) to produce smooth and round poking probes with tip diameter 2–5 mm. Poking

probes were directly mounted onto a closed-loop piezoelectric actuator (LVPZT, Physik Instrumente) attached to amicromanipulator

(MP-225, Sutter Instruments). Probes weremoved as close to the surface of the cell as possible at an angle of approximately 60� and
without physical contact. This initial position corresponds to a 0 mmdisplacement. Probes were linearly displaced in their longitudinal

axis at a speed of�0.1 mmms�1 using an LVPZT amplifier (E�625.SR, Physik Instrumente) and external voltage triggers commanded

by Clampex.

Hypotonic shocks
During image acquisition, the extracellular recording solution (HBSS) from cultured dishes was replaced with a hypotonic solution

containing 5 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4 with HCl or NaOH) and 10 mM Glucose.

The osmolarity of the hypotonic solution (�58 mOsmol L�1) was measured by a micro-sample osmometer (Advanced Instruments

Fiske 210).

Fluid shear stress stimulation and calculations
Two delivery methods were used. For non-electrophysiology experiments, we used 0.4 mm height m-slide flow chambers (Ibidi) con-

nected to a peristaltic pump (Golander) or a syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems). Each pump was TTL-controlled by

Clampex. The average amplitude of wall shear stress t applied at the cell surface was estimated using Ibidi’s empirical equation

relating shear stress, t (Pa), with flow rate F (mL min�1) and dynamic viscosity h (Pa s): t = h3 13:163 F. A h value of 0.001 Pa

s was used for HBSS at room temperature. For electrophysiology experiments, an HBSS solution supplemented with 2% polyvinyl-

pyrrolidone (Sigma-Aldrich, Molecular weight = 360,000) was delivered at variable flow rates powered by AL-1000 Syringe Pump
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(WPI, USA) to individual cells through a 18-gauge canula positioned at the bottom of, and parallel to, the coverslip, and located less

than �0.1 mm from the cell. The shear stress produced by this stimulus was estimated from Poiseuille’s law by: t = 4hF
pR3

84,86, with t

the shear stress in dyn cm�2 (1 dyn cm�2 = 0.1 Pa),F the flow rate inmL s�1, R the inner nozzle radius (0.419mm), and h (0.08 Pa s) the

viscosity measured at room temperature in our lab using a rotary viscometer (U.S. SOLID).

Electrophysiology
Cells were used 2–3 days after transfection. Pipettes were pulled from thin-wall borosilicate capillaries with internal filament (GC

150TF-7.5, Harvard Apparatus) to a resistance of 2–3 MU using a vertical pipette puller PC-10 (Narishige). Pipettes were filled

with an internal solution containing 140 mM KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 mM TEA and 2 mM EGTA (pH 7.4 with NaOH), whereas HBSS

(GIBCO) was used as bath solution. Transfected cells were placed onto an inverted microscope (Olympus IX73) mounted on an

air table (TMC). Experiments were performed at room temperature using an Axopatch 200B capacitor-feedback patch clamp ampli-

fier (Molecular Devices) connected to a Digidata 1550B low-noise data acquisition system plus hum silencer (Molecular Devices) and

controlled using the Clampex software (Molecular Devices). For cell-attached pressure-clamp recordings, negative pressure stimuli

were delivered to the backside of patch pipettes using a Clampex-controlled high-speed pressure clamp (ALA Scientific Instruments,

USA). Resting membrane potential of the transfected cells was �28 ± 5 mV when measured using the above-mentioned saline so-

lutions. Therefore, a +50/�110 mV holding potential was applied through the pipette electrode to provide � �80/+80 mV potential

across the membrane patch. For whole-cell poking recordings, pipettes were fire polished using a microforge (MF2, Narishige) and

indentation stimuli were delivered as described above. Currents were acquired using a sampling rate of 500 kHz and a filtering fre-

quency of 5 kHz. Data were subsequently filtered at 500 Hz for display. Voltage clamp fluorometry (concurrent florescence patch

clamp recording) was done by combining the patch clamp setup with the fluorescence imaging setup described under ‘‘Fluores-

cence imaging’’. Image acquisition and patch clamp protocols are identical to the protocols described in previous paragraphs.

The camera, light engine and syringe pump were connected to the same Digidata 1550B low-noise data acquisition (Molecular

Devices) and controlled using the Clampex software (Molecular Devices) used for patch clamp experiments.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

We used non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis (with Dunn’s multiple comparison p value corrections) and Mann-Whitney U-tests to

compare experimental groups as sample size was generally not large enough to unambiguously follow a normal distribution. All sta-

tistical analyses were performed on GraphPad Prism 9.0. For fluorimetry experiments, sample size values (n) indicate single cells or

clusters of transfected cells which typically produce identical responses. For electrophysiology, n represents the number of patched

cells. Mid-point activation for poke and stretch recordings were obtained using a standard Boltzmann fitting (Origin Pro). All error bars

are standard errors of the mean. Exact p values are reported for each test and a typical threshold of 5% is used for statistical

significance and data interpretation.
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Gibson 
Assembly 
constructs 

Template 5’→3’ forward primer 5’→3’ reverse primer 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-86 

ASAP1 gcctacacaccgtgcctcaaacgtgtatattaccgcg ccagaaactggtccaggttatattccagtttatgccc 

pCDNA3.1-
mPIEZO1 

ctggaccagtttctgggacaaaacgg tgaggcacggtgtgtaggc 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-300 

ASAP1 cgaagttcttgagaccaacgtgtatattaccgcg gctggagtagttagggttatattccagtttatgccc 

pCDNA3.1-
mPIEZO1 

cctaactactccagcccc ggtctcaagaacttcgtagacctc 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-656 

ASAP1 gtgtacaccttccagttccagaacgtgtatattaccgcg taggtggggaagtcgttatattccagtttatgccc 

pCDNA3.1-
mPIEZO1 

gacttccccacctattgg ctggaactggaaggtgtacac 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-1299 

ASAP1 cggcgcatctttctcagcaacgtgtatattaccgcg atgcaggaagtagtggttatattccagtttatgccc 

pCDNA3.1-
mPIEZO1 

cactacttcctgcatgtcagcg gcaacggcgcatctttctcagc 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-1591 

ASAP1 tgggagccgaagagcctttgaacgtgtatattaccgcg gtgtcgtctgtcatgctactgttatattccagtttatgccc 

pCDNA3.1-
mPIEZO1 

agtagcatgacagacgacaccagcagc caaaggctcttcggctcc 

Point 
mutagenesis 
constructs  

Template 5’→3’ forward primer 5’→3’ reverse primer 

L2475I 
V2476I 

mPIEZO1-
cpGFP-
86/1591 

tctccatcgtgatcatcgttggcaagtttg caaacttgccaacgatgatcacgatggaga 

M2241R 
mPIEZO1-

cpGFP-
86/1591 

ccactgttcaccaggagcgcccagcagc gctgctgggcgctcctggtgaacagtgg 

R2482H 
mPIEZO1-

cpGFP-
86/1591 

ggcaagtttgtgcacggcttcttcagcg cgctgaagaagccgtgcacaaacttgcc 

 

Table S1. Oligonucleotidic sequences of primers used in this study, related to Figures 1-4. Gibson 

Assembly primers were used to transplant cpGFP from ASAP1 to the indicated PIEZO1 positions. Point 

mutagenesis primers were used to introduce points mutations in constructs 86 and 1591. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure S1. Selection of functional cpGFP constructs, related to Figure 1. (A) Top: amino acid sequences 

showing cpGFP insertion sites into mPIEZO1. Bottom: position of cpGFP insertion sites in the full-length 

AlphaFold2 structural model of the mPIEZO1 blade (letters and coloring indicate PIEZO repeats A to I). 

The structure also indicates the Cα-Cα distance between H86 and L1591. (B) Maximal calcium response 

(mΔF/F0) to acute perfusion with 100 µM Yoda1 from HEK293TΔPZ1 cells transfected with the jRGECO1a 

plasmid only (CTRL: n = 7) or co-transfected with plasmids encoding the indicated constructs (86: n = 5; 

300: n = 8; 656: n = 8; 1299: n = 8: 1591: n = 7; WT mPIEZO1: n = 7). Each dot corresponds to the mean 

mΔF/F0 value obtained from at least 20 cells from n wells. Numbers above bars indicate p-values from 

Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons against control. Error bars = s.e.m.  



 

 

Figure S2. Modulation of cpGFP signals by mutations modulating inactivation, related to Figures 3-

4. (A) Representative macroscopic poking-evoked current traces from cells expressing unmodified 86 and 

1591 constructs (control), or the same constructs harboring mutations L2475I-V2476I (LI-VI) or 

M2241R-R2482H (MR-RH). Cells were stimulated using 3 µm poking stimuli for 500 ms at a holding 

potential of -80 mV or +80 mV. (B-C) The Tauinactivation values obtained by fitting the decaying current 

traces shown in (A) at +80 mV (B) and -80 mV for the indicated constructs. (D) Current density plots for 

data obtained in (B-C). (E) Representative fluorescence images and time course of cpGFP fluorescence 

traces from cells transfected with mutated and control 86 (top) and 1591 (bottom) constructs and acutely 

stimulated with a single 10 s / 0.28 Pa flow pulse. Scale bars = 10 µm. (F) Scatter plots showing mΔF/F0 

values from experiments described in (E). Each dot in (B-D) and (F) represents data from independent 

experiments. Numbers above plots in (B-D) and (F) indicate p-values from Kruskal-Wallis tests with 

Dunn’s multiple comparisons against control. Error bars = s.e.m. 
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